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Here’s something that’s obvious, but at the same time not: We’re all a lot more than we appear to be at work.

We have other dimensions that are invisible to our companies, supervisors, direct reports, and most of our colleagues, and those invisible dimensions have a deep

impact on our work.

A couple of pieces of research got me thinking about this. One is a diary study of dual-earner couples showing that people put more time in at work when their intimate

relationships are going well, because the absence of drama at home gives them greater emotional, cognitive, and physical vigor to bring to the workplace.

The other shows that spouses’ personalities a"ect employees’ work outcomes — incomes, promotions, and so on. Both studies are reminders that each individual bent

over each task in the o%ce is connected to, and the product of, a social and familial context that matters a lot, and we should all be paying more attention to those

contexts.

Which I’ll get to in a second. But (rst, let me just say that I’m not advocating for more emotional sharing at the o%ce. I really like the peaceful mutual ignorance of

private matters that’s the norm at my work. It’s blissful. It’s one of the things that make work great, honestly.

But I do believe we could all bene(t from a bigger awareness of the impact — the weight — of our outside lives on our work performance, and by “we” I mean the

organizational we, too: The Powers That Be.

Both of the studies I mentioned are thought-provoking, but the second is truly remarkable. Brittany C. Solomon and Joshua J. Jackson of Washington University in St.

Louis realized that a rich trove of data on thousands of Australian households would lend itself to an analysis of the e"ect of spouses’ personality characteristics on

people’s employment outcomes, because the database included not only survey results indicating personality dimensions but also information on incomes, promotions,

and job satisfaction.

The personality data covered what are known as the “big (ve” dimensions — extroversion, agreeableness, neuroticism, conscientiousness, and openness. The
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researchers found that the only spousal trait that was important to an employee’s work outcomes was conscientiousness, which turns out to predict employee income,

number of promotions, and job satisfaction, regardless of gender.

Here you can see the relationships between spousal conscientiousness and income, promotions, and job satisfaction:

To put the income (nding in dollar terms, with every 1-standard-deviation increase in a spouse’s conscientiousness, an individual is likely to earn approximately $4,000

more per year, averaging across all ages and occupations, according to Solomon. And one way to frame the promotion (nding is that employees with extremely

conscientious spouses (two standard deviations above the mean) are 50% more likely to get promoted than those with extremely unconscientious spouses (two standard

deviations below the mean).

Even more remarkable is that the data allowed the researchers to (gure out why spousal conscientiousness matters.

First, conscientious spouses handle a lot of household tasks, freeing employees to concentrate on work (“When you can depend on someone, it takes pressure o" of

you,” Solomon told me). Second, conscientious spouses make employees feel more satis(ed in their marriages (which ties in to the (rst study I mentioned). Third,

employees tend to emulate their conscientious spouses’ diligent habits.

This doesn’t mean your success depends on your being in a relationship. There are plenty of single people who shine at work, and there are plenty of e"ective business

leaders who are unattached. In fact, research suggests that in certain circumstances, being single can help CEOs run their companies: (rms led by unmarried chiefs

invest more aggressively and take greater risks than other (rms.

But as Solomon says, successful people often turn out to have strong marital relationships. “When you’re in a relationship, you’re no longer just two individuals; you’re

this entity,” she says. The more solid the entity, the greater your advantage.

It’s obvious, of course, that our one-dimensional work lives don’t fully represent our multidimensional outside lives, that each of us is just the visible manifestation in

cubeland of a sprawling existence that not only extends far and wide in the moment but has a whole history behind it. Although we may look like a collection of dots on a

?oor plan, each of those dots is like the intersection in space of a long line and a two-dimensional surface. The surface (the workplace) doesn’t see the lines; it sees only

the points of intersection, the dots.

But what isn’t obvious is the extent to which so many people are parts of teams, in a sense — two-person teams that are based outside the o%ce. Any particular colleague

or boss or direct report might be supported by a truly conscientious spouse, someone who willingly — even joyfully — takes care of details that would otherwise become

headaches and interfere with work. For that matter, any particular colleague or boss or report might be hampered by a spousal relationship that’s a couple of standard

deviations below the mean, as they say.

We can’t and probably don’t want to know the details about these teams, but as Solomon points out, if organizations really understood the workplace e"ects of strong

outside relationships, they might be more receptive to policies like ?extime and telecommuting that make it easier for employees to spend time with their signi(cant

others.

Maybe you don’t agree that your company should get involved in trying to improve your spousal relationship. But there are things you can do on your own. You can

support your spouse in supporting you. If you depend on his or her reliability, diligence, and goal orientation, don’t take those traits for granted. Maybe you’ve been

standing heroically at the bow for so long that you’ve forgotten how much e"ort it takes to row. So sit down and row for a while.

And while you’re rowing, how about suggesting that your spouse get up and stand heroically in the bow for a change? Emulate his or her conscientious: Really put your

back into it. You may (nd that your conscientious spouse has a compelling vision of his or her own that will take you into unexpected places.

Andrew O’Connell, an editor with the Harvard Business Review Group, is the author of Stats and Curiosities from Harvard Business Review.
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I am a teacher and my husband runs sports goods business. For the last few years we have had lot of strain in our relationship because my husband would be spending lot of extra time in his newly

opened office and coming home very late, almost everyday. Luckily for us, I found about this organization, TimeSvr, that offered virtual assistance. Marsh started using this service by TimeSvr. They

have virtual assistants who literally prove a handful.They keep you up to date with the market through efficient research. They take care of almost everything as small as your daily calendar to as

arduous a task as entering huge data into excel sheets. They efficiently manage your social media, including twitter, facebook and LinkedIn.

This service works great. For a very small amount of money, they perform almost every task, on a daily basis, allowing lot of time for me and my husband to spend together. Thanks to TimeSvr, we

have more organized home and a better managed business for two years now.
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